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Introduction 
This is the largest and final assignment we have in this 
school year.  
Here we will create a short film. We will demonstrate that 

we have learned how we can set up and make a one by 
our self. 

Summery 
In the report, I have written down the process of the 
project. I have tried to keep things short and describing 
the tasks. Show how I resolved them, and tell the story of 

my final exam. 
 

Project description 
I started to read the assignment carefully. I placed my 

folders inside the right folders like the assignment told me.  
 

I created separate folders for my assignment on my blog, 
here I wrote my journal throughout the entire project. 
 
To keep track of my time I put up a Gantt diagram with tasks and scheduled time 
consumption. 
 
I started to draw sketches to find a character. When I was happy with the sketch, I made a 
character sheet for my first character bird. From those drawing I drew my blueprints. 
 

I drew the storyboard of all three scenes I made. I took pictures of the storyboard and 
created an animatic. I made a video of myself as I explained sounds that id use. 
 

I took pictures from the background in the storyboard and modelled the background scene in 
3D Max before I placed the texture. 
 
I imported blueprints into 3D Max. Here I modeled my character before I textured it. 
When my character was finished textured, I rigged it. This turned out to give me many 
problems with the wing joints. Therefore, I ended up creating a new character. 
 
I drew sketches of the new character flies, before I made the new character sheet. 
 
I drew blueprints that I imported into 3D Max, than I modeled the new character that I rigged 
with a cat rig. 
 
After that, I started to place my character and change camera views. I tried to follow the 

storyboard. 
 
I started making ready sounds and music, placing it so I was ready to start animating the 
details after the sounds. 
 

With sounds I started, animate the small details of the animation.  
During the animation, part I found out I could make a better part 2 and 3 with some small 
changes. 
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I drew new storyboard and made new animatic for the 2 and 3 part. 
 
I made new sounds and animated the last scenes finished. 
 
I rendered my pictures and put them together as a video file. I put together sound and added 

the movie text.  
 
I gradually made DVD cover and CD cover with pictures from the film. I ordered USB chip 

with logo from china for delivery. 
 
I cleaned up the files while I wrote my report. Made my entire blog journal to a word file 
and added everything to the USB. 
 

After that, it was sending the assignment of school. 

Making of Mocking flies… 

Drawing 

I started drawing some cute owls/birds trying to find the right character for the story. 

I used allot of pictures online for inspiration to help me find my character  

Drawing for hand made the character have a light color, to make them look more colorful I 

scanned them and imported them into Photoshop. Here I made the colors stronger and 

made a nice background on them. 

It took time to make the character birds look like I wanted them to. I made so many 

different ideas for characters before I could find the right one for me.  

I made a character sheet extra of a bird before I figured out I wanted it to look more 

cartoon. I went for some inspiration at Pixar, and from there I made the bird more cartoon 

shape.  

When I was finished with the storyboard I found out that I did not like the cartoon car, I 

wanted the entire scene to be more alive. I designed a caterpillar car that looks good with 

the birds. 

When the characters was finished and had the right personality, I started to draw the 

storyboard for the story. 
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I did not find out how to rig the wings of the bird. The flies would have the same 

characteristics as the bird but without the joints in the wings. Then I changed the design to 

charming flies.  

Storyboard 

I started with a page that I drew many squares on. Inside here, I started to draw my character 

form the story I wrote. Thought of different views the camera would see.  

When I had made all the images and scanned them into the computer, I opened them in 

Photoshop. Here I put on colors that would make the storyboard come more to life. 

The storyboard took a bit more time than I thought it would. Finding all the right camera 

views and getting it to feel right.  

I ended up changing the story during the project. I made new storyboard for hand, this 

time I only used normal color pens to color the storyboard. I think it looks good too. It 

saved me some time to do it for hand. The result of the new story was much better with 

more funny scenes. 

 

Blueprints 

I made the blueprints by drawing one drawing for hand from the front, when that looked 

good I draw help lines horizontal. Now I could start drawing from the side. It is important I 

follow the help lines so the character will be easier to model.  

When I had both side drawings I scanned them and imported them into Photoshop. Here I 

made them with a background and placed a blue layer with blend and opacity over. 

    

This way the modelling will be much easier. 
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Modeling 

The modeling was very exciting. The birds received the same character as my drawings. I 

worked with modeling the wings for what I thought would make animating easier. 

When I started modeling the character, I started to model a cylinder. I deleted the ends 

and dragged out the edges to make new polygons. I kept moving the edges after the 

blueprints. 

I modelled the half bird and used mirror to make it connect. I used non Quad Selector to 

make sure I did not have any polygons with more than four vertexes. Helps me keep a 

clean mesh. 

I also used Checkmate tool to see that my rig have all names and geometry right for a good 

model. This tool is normally for models with “check mate” certification at 

www.turbosquid.com.  

 

I put on morphs on the wings and face. 

Since my bird turned out to be so difficult to animate. I ended up having to model a new 

character. I decided together with Deryck that flies would be a cute and nice addition to 

the story. 

I modelled the flies from a cylinder and placed morphs on the face and wings.  

The eyes and wings I have linked and rigged to the model. 

https://kittytoft.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/2015-01-28_1136.png
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The result was really exiting. The flies and the caterpillar now look like they are the same 

type of character, the face have the same characteristic.  They now looks more alive and 

have a cute personality. 

Textures 

To make the texture I placed a UVW map on the character. Inside a multi/sub-Object I 

added all the colors. Inside the object settings, I changed the polygon numbers to match 

the colors I wanted.  

On the characters, I used plain colors with a material I made inside material editor. It is a 

simple and clean color so it want stand out from 

the rest.  

On the road, I made a plain with gradient to make 

the sidewalk. I made a seamless road texture that 

have a bit changes in texture to make more 

natural.  

The children movie Noddy has been an inspiration 

for my textures. I tried to make the textures 

cartoon like. That way they always look like they 

are the same style as the characters. 

I made the cloud/tree texture by drawing the cloud/tree for hand. After that, I took a 

picture of the drawing and imported it in to Photoshop. Here I put on a background color 

and made sure the lines I draw was smoot and nice. I placed filters on the cloud/tree and 

added played around to get the look I wanted.   

Lighting 

The lighting I made with Omni light and Skylight. I changed the place of the light during 

the animation. That way when the camera change, the placement of the light change as 

well. So that the scene light is nice all the time during the animation. 

Rigging 

I started rigging the wings. I knew that was most 

challenging and important part to start with. 

It proved to be very difficult to animate the wing of the 

bird. I tried to follow all the tutorials I could find 

online, but none worked for what I wanted.  
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Eventually I had to ask for help, it was too hard for me to figure it out. I spent much more 

time than planed trying to find a way. 

When I asked Deryck for help, he informed me that rigging the wings of a bird is one of the 

most challenging things to rig. Animators with great experience have a hard time with that 

challenge.  

I decided together with Deryck to make new characters. We agreed that I should change 

my character into something that had wings without joints.  

Now the rigging went much better.  

For my flies, I used a spider cat rig for the body. After I made that fit my flies, I added 

extra bones for the wings.  

When the bones look nice for my character I made a small animation of the legs moving up 

and down, the same with the body. Now I skinned the model to the bones, I made sure to 

change the weight of the vertexes to fit the right bones and make it look smooth when I 

played the test animate. 

For the eyes, I made a look at constraint with help boxes. 

When that finished, I tried to make a box system with sliders 

for the animating. This did not work as I planned it to. 

I never tried to make it before, therefore I fast figured out 

that even know it worked when the character did not move 

it had its problems. Now I already used too much time on the wing and it was time animate 

so I decided to make it without the sliders.  

I made the morphs on the character facial expression and the wings so it would bend a bit 

more. The bend did not show too much. I should have made more edges and placed 2 

bones inside one wing so it would look more alive and bended nicely. 

Animating 

I began setting up the camera with the right angles, after that I put the character in 

camera view. Then it is time to get the animation alive. 

I need to place my camera inside the scene where it can see my views. Animate the 

camera to see what I want it to see.  

To make the renders work faster and easier I animated the camera to move between the 

scenes. Change place on from scene 1 to scene 2 on two keys. 

Now I could make sure the background looked good inside the camera. Look at everything 

and feel it was enough inside the background. When that was finished, it is time to import 

my character into the scene. 

I move my character between the scenes like a 3D animatic, which gives a feel for the 

angle and placement of the character. 
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For making the animation look good is now time to add the sound, I did this inside 

Camtasia and Adobe Premiere. When I have the sound and animation together, it is time to 

start animating the scene object and make sure the scene time matches the sounds. 

I start with animating the bigger part before I go over to animating the details.  

I made sure the flies was blinking and moving their eyes. It is important to move the body 

and the wings as well. All the small details is what makes the animation come alive.  

An important part of the process is to test render often. It makes you constantly see how 

the result turns out.  

Sound 

Flies 

I was working so hard to find the sounds for the movie but all the sound 

was different tones, that way they did not sound any good together.  

After some research, I found a program for my phone that I could use to 

make the sound myself.  

The programs name is Talking friends by messenger. 

After that, I made all the sounds the flies makes in the program Talking 

friends. I used the voices from Ginger and Angela. 

I make the sound I like and send it to my mail. From here, I saves it on 

my computer and import it in to Camtasia.  

I cut of the parts I do not want, and delete the background noise. After 

that, I place the sound over the animation. Then I started animating 

after the sound. Making sure to find all the details. 

The program is free, but you can buy extra characters. I bought two for this project, which 

cost about 3 dollars together. 

Background sound 

I was looking for many good sounds that I could use for the car crash and the poop 

smashing sounds. I found allot of good free sound from www.freesound.com and 

www.youtube.com  

I was wondering if I should have a background music. Unfortunately, I do not play any 

instruments and I do not listen weary much too music. Therefore, any sound I found 

sounded strange and out of place. 

After looking around for some time, I did find some nice nature bird sounds. They made 

everything better, and sounded more connected. 

Al l  l inks  are  under  References/Sounds.   

  

http://www.freesound.com/
http://www.youtube.com/
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DVD  

I found one picture template of a DVD cover with a 

DVD inside, this I changed so it looked like my DVD 

was inside.  

The DVD cover and DVD plate design I made by 

myself.  

I found some pictures inside the movie that I 

rendered out with high resolution. I placed the 

background first inside the cover template. From 

here, I placed the info box, I wrote in the 

information I needed and imported the picture of 

Noroff.  

I found a nice angle for the flies and rendered a picture 

of them looking at each other. I placed the picture of 

the flies on the branch and added the text on the front.  

I placed two ornament frames on the backside and 

added some pictures from the story that would show 

color and character. 

After that, I changed the light of the background to 

match the rest of the cover.  

I made sure I organized everything inside layers in my 

Photoshop file and saved it inside together with my 

cover. 

Cover 

I used the picture from my cover. I 

made it fit on the DVD plate. 

I wanted the cover of the DVD to 

be kind of like the Disney movies. 

Allot of colors and cute pictures. I 

made a DVD template in 

Photoshop by finding allot of DVD 

covers I liked and putting the 

different parts together.  

I used the information text box 

from <Make mine music>.  

I love the type of covers that have one background picture on the front and back, than it 

looks more complete. 

I made a nice template, that way If I make a game or a movie later, it will do the cover 

part so much more easy. 
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USB drive 

The USB drive was something I wanted to make cool and give a 

nice impression. I googled ways to find a USB with logo on it, 

and I did find many nice ones, but then the credit card size USB 

showed up. I knew that was the one for me.  

The only issue was to get it with enough space, and fast 

shipping. Therefore, I ordered it now with 32 GB. In addition, I 

ordered extra fast shipping.  

So all the way from kina, it arrived after 14 days. I had some 

issues with the seller and the product so they needed ship the 

usb again.  

Beside the problems, the result was cool. Love the design. 

http://www.aliexpress.com/item/OEM-custom-logo-credit-card-usb-promotional-gifts-usb-card-usb-business-card-usb-

2-0/32316733738.html 

Schedule 
I ended up spending more time than I had planned. I agreed with the teacher that it was 

better to do it properly than to just deliver fast.  

Drueng this project I been taking sick leaves because of my helth, something that made me 

use more time on this assignment than planed. I deliverd papers from my doctor to the 

school to show that it was not posible to work while I was on sick leave.  

 

I did stay on time until I had to change my character. That was not something I estimated on 

inside my time schedule. 

It felt good having a plan to follow and work after. It is very important if you have a delivery or 

a release date that you make sure to deliver on time. I would have given myself a bit more 

time, or changed the movie shorter if I knew how much work it was.  

When I see the outcome today, I am very happy I took the time to do it properly. 
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Budgets 
The most expensive on this project was the USB and the logo.  
The program for the sounds was a weary nice price.  
I am happy with the price for this project.  

Project additions 

Tutorials 

I decided early to make a lot of tutorials so I remember how and what I did during my 

projects. In addition, help other in the same situation.  

 

I found out that when I make and watch tutorials I find other people who do the same, a 

good tutorial would make you remember the person who made it.  

My favorite tutorial page is www.digitaltutors.com they always have good quality.  

I have created an AdSense account, now I earn money when anyone see the tutorials and 

movies I share. Employers can also find me through what I make and teach. Starting slow, 

so far I´ve made 12 dollar in the last year. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/kittyjenta1/featured 

Blog/journal 

I have written blog/journal every week. That makes the entire process documented. This 

makes it much easier to get feedback on my work through the project.  

My blog posts so far and all the people visiting on the picture below. 

 

I been lucky to have a real good teacher like Deryck to give a lot of feedback. We been 
having Friday meeting more or less every week. It has helped me to see what I need to 
work on. Not least, what it takes to make the animation look more fluent. 
 
Because the project been going over many months, it is now much easier to see the proses 
by looking true the blog/journal to remember everything I have done and how I did it.  

http://kittytoft.com/category/3d-filmproduction/final-project-short-film/ 
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Programs 

I have been using many different programs during this project.  

I started planning the time I would use in a Gantt diagram inside Microsoft project. 

Drawing the character, I did for hand, than I scanned the picture and placed them in 

Photoshop. I used Camtasia studio to make the Animatic and to place sound and video 

together for test renders.  

I made the models and the scene in 3D Max, the textures made in Photoshop and Crazy 

bump. 

Final render I made in 3D Max with .png format. I placed it inside Adobe Premiere together 

with sound that I made in a program named Talking friends by messenger. That makes a 

good quality and a render output of 1280 x 720px 

The report I made inside word. 

Self-reflection 
I started to gather information. Which files I will need, and how to organize them. Then I 

made a Gantt form to show me the time it will take me to make this project. I like to see 

on the Gantt form the time and the colors change inside the time line when you write that 

it is finished.  

I learn that I need to organize my files really well and keep all my drawings and everything 

I need for the project on backup. I do use sky drive with 1 TB, that way it is always backup 

of my work online in case of brake in or fire.  

There is one thing about organizing that ended up difficult. I save my 3D max file like it 

says under: 

C:\Users\Kitty\SkyDrive\Documents\SKOLE\Filmproduksjon\Conceptualization\My 

Movie\3_Shot-production\Scene_01_CrashScene\3D Max file 

Now when I pack down my 3D Max files in an archive, it saves that text and it will place 

the names inside the folders. That makes for more than 200 letters of the alphabet. 3D 

Max than gives me error message and shut down the scene. 

I made a new folder C:\Tmp and placed the files and textures inside this before I archived 

it. That worked perfect. 

When I had a lot of test render, my cloud used my entire network. I was compelled to save 

the renders internally on my computer so it would not spend my entire network. 

I felt the challenges when I had to start making a new character because I did not find a 

good solution for the rig of the bird. That was hard until I found the new flies character. 

When I made the new character, I was already a bit behind. Then getting a leave because 

of health problems made me even more behind my plan.  
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I contacted Kjetil Johan Iversen and we agreed I could take the course in my own time. I 

also did communicate well with Deryck about the time I was away. He always knew what I 

planned to do next, and when my task was finished.  

We arranged meeting all most every week, we kept in contact and he guided me in the 

right direction. I did write my blog/journal often, which made it easier to follow the 

proses. 

I never made anything like this short movie before, or the type of cartoon style I made for 

this project, I loved trying something new. This time I did really well. 

I love to use colors, something my characters shows. My character have a real good 

personality. They are cute and lovable.  

After my 3D flies model was finished, the 3D flies really came to life, I could really see 

how much personality they have.   

The rig had its challenges. It was important to make a rig with good possibilities for 

animating. The bird gave me some problems there. I tried to rig the bird wing for so long, 

and so many hours. It did not work as I planned it to. I needed to make it work somehow. 

Together with Deryck, the idea of making new character flies worked very well. That was a 

good idea. Animating the flies was easier than the bird. I now felt much better and it gave 

a feeling of accomplishment.  

The wings in the final scene was overlapping, I tried to make it look like the blue flies 

holds around the pink one.  

I decided early to use a quick render. Used scan line render in 3D Max. That way I did not 

end up inside a problematic situation where the render took me days to render. I was 

happy with that decision when render took over one hour with the fast render.  

I was wondering if I should use after effect on the final render. I love the look of the movie 

so I decided not to change anything more on it, because of the time I used so far. 

I made all most all my intro logo with Adobe After Effect, I have shown I know how to use 

it even know I did not use it on the movie.  

I loved making my own tutorials. It felt great when I did not remember something, and I 

just watched the tutorials.   

I felt it went really well and I felt the result was a good one. I been working so hard all 

year, and I am proud of my movie. 

I made everything myself, from the model, textures, sound to animating and editing. That 

makes me so proud to say that Mocking flies is my creation. Hope you like it, and it gives 

you a smiling good feeling to watch it. 
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Reference 

Inspiration link 

Bird https://tancap.in/cool-bird-wallpapers.html 

Bird drawing http://sideshowfilm.blogspot.no/ 

DVD Cover 
template 

http://mauricioestrella.deviantart.com/art/DVD-Case-Art-PSD-file-
61443492  

Draw birds http://design.tutsplus.com/articles/how-to-draw-animals-birds-their-
anatomy-and-how-to-draw-them--vector-21871 

Wing rigging http://cgpress.org/archives/cgtutorials/creating_and_rigging_a_wing_in
_3ds_max  

Wheel rigging https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WbHx0vG_m5U 

3 point light http://www.secondpicture.com/tutorials/3d/three-
point_lighting_in_3ds_max_01.html 

Textures http://www.123freebrushes.com/birds_photoshop_brushes/feather-
brush-4#.VGx_UmbKzmE 

Sparrow http://vfxram.blogspot.no/2011/04/sparrow-textureconcepts.html 

 

Sound 
 

Car passing https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89wtOqbQACE 

Passing car sound effect https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p4uUGBOuXLU 

Sound effect nature https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nNDdVUr2O8  

Splat sound https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfFvcjtngYI  

Ding sound  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2-ZeQ20WR8  

Fly https://www.freesound.org/people/donniebobb/sounds/19098/ 

Haha http://soundbible.com/1917-Hahaha.html 

 

Word fronts http://www.dafont.com  

 

Tutorials I made 
 

Render HD Video 3D Max & Adobe 
Premiere 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pr4xf5OCFyQ  

3D Max tutorial rename many objects 
at ones 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7X9oNxqwd08  

Tutorial - Change desktop 
background 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37ngCt0Ncuk  

Photoshop tutorial - Eye Color https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--v5fdZIKYQ  

3D Max tutorial - Model eye https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLMhsFWudIo  

Flies wing rig and animate basic https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4kqzJsZdBw  

Adobe premiere - render video easy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvZAaHnfUaY  

3D Max tutorial - Caterpillar wheel 
rig 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNHaTmV-J9A  

3D Max tutorial - Chrome material https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voKYD1gn32o  

3d Max Tutorial - Face controller https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdafyhK-sK4  

3d max tutorial - Scale cat rig https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axh4-IovTh0  

3D Max tutorial - Rig helper tool https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSv1l7Jewh4  

3D Max tutorial - Turntable https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHqv4XXNm1E  

3D Max - Wireframe material EASY https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KxD_GUatvs  

https://tancap.in/cool-bird-wallpapers.html
http://sideshowfilm.blogspot.no/
http://mauricioestrella.deviantart.com/art/DVD-Case-Art-PSD-file-61443492
http://mauricioestrella.deviantart.com/art/DVD-Case-Art-PSD-file-61443492
http://design.tutsplus.com/articles/how-to-draw-animals-birds-their-anatomy-and-how-to-draw-them--vector-21871
http://design.tutsplus.com/articles/how-to-draw-animals-birds-their-anatomy-and-how-to-draw-them--vector-21871
http://cgpress.org/archives/cgtutorials/creating_and_rigging_a_wing_in_3ds_max
http://cgpress.org/archives/cgtutorials/creating_and_rigging_a_wing_in_3ds_max
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WbHx0vG_m5U
http://www.secondpicture.com/tutorials/3d/three-point_lighting_in_3ds_max_01.html
http://www.secondpicture.com/tutorials/3d/three-point_lighting_in_3ds_max_01.html
http://www.123freebrushes.com/birds_photoshop_brushes/feather-brush-4#.VGx_UmbKzmE
http://www.123freebrushes.com/birds_photoshop_brushes/feather-brush-4#.VGx_UmbKzmE
http://vfxram.blogspot.no/2011/04/sparrow-textureconcepts.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89wtOqbQACE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p4uUGBOuXLU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nNDdVUr2O8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfFvcjtngYI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2-ZeQ20WR8
https://www.freesound.org/people/donniebobb/sounds/19098/
http://soundbible.com/1917-Hahaha.html
http://www.dafont.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pr4xf5OCFyQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7X9oNxqwd08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37ngCt0Ncuk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--v5fdZIKYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLMhsFWudIo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4kqzJsZdBw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvZAaHnfUaY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNHaTmV-J9A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voKYD1gn32o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdafyhK-sK4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axh4-IovTh0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSv1l7Jewh4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHqv4XXNm1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KxD_GUatvs
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3D Max - Reset objects to 100% scale https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnHOToI_95E  

3D Max move Overlapping UVs https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YRegzfRVcWY  

3D Max- remove overlapping Vertices https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zs-TpuTMo7c  

3d max non quad tutorial  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnaeHcDQoE4  

3d Max tutorial – Layers  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysjlCZWbeR4  

3D Max - Naming scene correctly https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJIybHJu2HU  

3D Max tutorial - Easy 3 point light https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnBeBcyIEuE  

Adobe A E Gradient ramp background https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tTGjc-yFMGo  

adobe A E - Remove green screen https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGzctrGjWpw  
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